The innovation show that looks at future glass applications in cooperation with the technical universities of Darmstadt, Delft, Dortmund and Dresden.

+++ Tried-and-tested hygiene concept +++
Innovative solutions that protect the climate
Raw materials, energy
Re-thinking value creation

Viable cities with glass
Glass and its contribution to our lives

EXPLORE FUTURE SOLUTIONS
WORLD LEADING
Over 1,200 exhibitors from 50 nations
Over 43,000 visitors from 120 countries*
* Visitor and exhibitor data from 2018

IN THE LIMELIGHT
Exhibitors from across the entire glass value creation chain, from:
• Glass manufacturing/production technology
• Glass processing and finishing
• Glass products and applications

PRODUCT DATABASE
For optimal preparation for the trade fair:
In the run-up to glasstec, you can find product and image videos from the exhibitors online.

BE SUCCESSFUL
Unique potential for success
96% satisfaction rate

SPECIALS
glasstec.de/program

ESSENTIAL TOPICS FOR THE FUTURE
Experts believe that there are five essential global topics that will be crucial for future development.

GLOBAL CHALLENGES

Finally, glasstec returns. Finally, you can get back into the groundbreaking spirit of this world-leading trade fair.
In the International Year of Glass, meet the entire glass industry one-on-one, make the most of opportunities and pick up on exciting stimuli.
Discuss the latest developments in glass as a high-tech material with the best in the industry.
Benefit from gaining an edge in knowledge via the glasstec conference. Look into the future of glass today with pioneering live exhibits of glass technology. glasstec – let’s go!

FINALLY!

THINK TANK
International architecture conference
22 September 2022
Renowned architects from around the globe present pioneering glass architecture projects.
CCD Ost

glasstec conference
A high-quality lecture programme that spans the sectors will be held throughout the run of the trade fair.

GET YOUR TICKET NOW!
Secure your ticket to glasstec 2022 now.
Register as a professional visitor and receive your e-Ticket!

HOW TO GET THERE

EXCELLENT INFRASTRUCTURE
Direct rail line from airport to trade fair main station
A separate exit from the highway leads to around 20,500 parking spaces

DÜSSELDORF AIRPORT
A tight transport network to business destinations throughout Europe
Long-haul flights to the USA and Asia

GLASSTEC • 20 – 23 SEPTEMBER 2022 • DÜSSELDORF, GERMANY
decarbXpo.com

Highlights of Craftsmanship
Following the motto “World Championship of Crafts”, for the third time in a row, the special exhibition area Handwerk LIVE for live artisanal crafting in the crafts centre will, among other things, present a live demonstration of the leading innovations in the glass working trades.

At the WorldSkills Germany@ glasstec young glassmakers from all over Germany compete for entry to “EuroSkills 2023”.

Start-Up Zone
Young, innovative companies present new intelligent solutions.

The glass art exhibition glassart shows a fascinating spectrum of creative glass art by internationally renowned artists.